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Swat team dog meme

Advertisement Ad Hard working police dogs get a lot of wear on teeth during training and even in the field. To keep these valuable chompers healthy and in order of operation, many police dogs around the country are equipped with titanium crowns to keep teeth strong and effective. Good dog! Ad By
beckysdad My body will grow into it soon enough ... Fits my spirit perfectly right now... respect mai authoritah! Happy Police &amp; Security Goggie Week. We hoap u enjoy dese lubbly goggies! Ad By beernbiccies Now let me get this straight... You actually want me to chase that guy with the gun... Ad
Like us on Facebook! Military working dogs and police dogs are some of the most capable members of their respective forces. But they also have big pointed or floppy ears and wagging tails and cute little paws and sometimes we just can't even help ourselves and we want videos of them like fur missiles
or pictures of them searching for things or some memes of them. Coincidentally, that's what we have here: 8 memes of awesome working dogs and police dogs (except one is probably a military family's pet but what): You're employed. Proceed to the kennels for unlimited petting. And yes, I know this is
probably a pet German Shepherd, but there is no officer in the picture so I let it slide. Just watch out for the luggage tags. They'll snap at you if the restrictions come off. Besides, Ronin is a pretty sweet name for a police dog. As long as you know, sure, he's the bad one before you bite him, what's the
problem? I mean, it's free. What do you have to lose? Except for a biceps. will need to eat lots of bad guys for protein, as well. But first, come and lick our faces. We sent our Vet On The Street, Marine Corps veteran and comic James P. Connolly, to Santa Monica, California, to find out if your average
civilian knows the term for someone who lies about their service (aka stolen bravery). They have some great ideas... or not. The day began like any other Thursday fly day. We informed, turned on our flight equipment and stepped to the jets. Take-off, taxi, take-off and departure to the airspace all went as
planned. When I reached the outer limits of Salt Lake City airspace, I felt the cabin pressure, the air conditioning stop and a warning tone that annunciate in my headset and on the panoramic cockpit screens. While maintaining aircraft control and keeping a safe distance from my air traffic control, I looked
at my integrated caution and warnings, or ICAWs, and saw that I had an IPP FAIL warning along with an advisory telling me that I now use the auxiliary oxygen bottle instead of the Onboard Oxygen Generation System, better known as OBOGS. The F-35 Lightning II means loss of integrated power
package, or IPP, loss of OBOGS, cabin pressure, cooling functions for many vehicle systems, backup generator power and a number of other functions. From my procedures training, I knew the first steps in the 11-step checklist were to drop below 17,000 sea level averages, manually turn on the backup
oxygen system, bring the throttle to idle for five seconds and activate the flight control system/engine recovery switch. These critical steps ensured that I was not exposed to any physiological effects from the cabin pressure disrupting or losing OBOGS and hopefully restoring IPP without further
troubleshooting. A U.S. Air Force F-35A from 421st Fighter Squadron at Hill Air Force Base in Utah, takes off during Operation Rapid Forge at Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, July 18, 2019 (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Jonathan Snyder)Unfortunately, these initial actions did not reset IPP, so I
radioed my flight lead to let him know what happened. He confirmed that I had completed the initial checklist of actions, gave me the lead and backed me up in the checklist. I saw no abnormal indications other than the IPP warning, so I started the process of manually restoring IPP. At that time, there was
no urgent need to land, so we kept our flight plan to the skies with the hope of a successful recovery would allow us to continue our mission. I started the recovery procedure, and after a few minutes, IPP FAIL went away, indicating the jet thought I had a successful reset; however, things did not seem right
in the cockpit. The air conditioning seemed weak and I didn't feel or see the cabin pressure as expected. Realizing this, I pushed my power up to military power, or MIL, and within seconds received a second IPP FAIL warning. After the second failure, my air traffic control and I agreed that we needed to
return to base quickly. It was a hot day in September, and deteriorating aircraft cooling can be a problem. He took the radios and started coordinating with the Salt Lake Center Approach while I finished with the checklist. I turned my cabin pressure switch into RAM, or RAM air, which allows outside air
cooling for flight-critical systems and also turned off my nonessential avionics to reduce cooling load. We declared an emergency, the approach cleared us to our normal recovery pattern and we started preparing for landing at Hill Air Force Base, Utah. A U.S. Air Force F-35A, from 421st Fighter
Squadron, Hill Air Force Base, Utah, takes off at Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, during Operation Rapid Forge, July 16, 2019. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Kyle Cope) As we pointed to our recovery point, another ICAW annunciated, suggesting impaired cooling to my air traffic control
system. This ICAW was expected when the IPP failed; but when I opened the checklist I initially went to the failed cooling side, which told me to land as soon as possible. I told my air traffic control, we pointed directly to the field for a visual straight-in approach, and I started dumping fuel — something I
should have before this point due to still have about 13,000 pounds of fuel; way above what I wanted to land with. We switched to supervisor of flying, or SOF, frequency and updated him on our plane. SOF backed us up and made sure we were all on the same checklist. This was when I realized That I
needed to refer to the deteriorating cooling checklist, which was right next to the failed cooling checklist. It didn't change our game plan, but it was something I could have handled better during the emergency procedure. As I flew to a 5-mile final, my air traffic control told me to focus on flying a good final
and stick to all normal checklists. The last thing any of us wanted was to make an emergency worse by flying a bad strategy. At the 5 mile final, I put my gear handle down and gear extended normally. Seconds after putting my gear down, I heard another warning tone and saw another ICAW, this time
indicating some serious cooling issues had occurred to my voltage converter, which is critical for multiple aircraft features that allow us to land. This ICAW starts a worst case, 14-minute timer for gear, brake and hook activation. I didn't have time to refer to my checklist because I was already at the 5-mile
final, so I told you my flight lead to confirm checklist steps with the SOF, mainly for immediate concern and after landing considerations. The landing was normal, and I chose to taxi away from the runway and shutdown as soon as possible because I now had several cooling issues. Crew members with the
421st Aircraft Maintenance Unit work on an F35A Lightning II return to Hill Air Force Base, Utah, after a two-month European deployment, July 31, 2019. (U.S. Air Force photo by R. Nial Bradshaw) Overall, IPP FAILs are not common in f-35s, but they happen from time to time and we often train to
emergency procedures in simulators to handle them correctly. As a young wingman in a one-seater fighter, I learned —and confirmed— five good lessons that I believe are applicable to any airframe and pilot:Always keep your composure and perform every phase of flight or emergency procedures one
step at a time. Take your time and stay in control of your aircraft before digging into a checklist. Use the resources around you to back up your diagnosis and decisions. This allows you to focus on the highest priority tasks. In this case, I had an amazing air traffic control that took the radios and trusted my
ability to handle what I saw. The monitor of flying backed me up on checklist management and our game plan, and Salt Lake Approach Control got us where we needed to go in a quick way. Management of checklists is critical, especially in a single-seater single-engine aircraft with hundreds of different
checklists. I think this was something I could have done better as we made our recovery back to Hill AFB. When you are on the final and ready to land, focus on making a good strategy and landing a bad aircraft, so as not to make a bad situation My air traffic control did a great job reminding me of that
and making sure my mind was in the right place as we approached article originally appeared on Business Insider. Follow @BusinessInsider on Twitter. It's the weekly memes call! Hit us up on Facebook if you want to submit your funny military memes. 1. Just wait until pilots start uploading screen
captures of them catching Pokemon at altitude (via Air Force amn/nco/snco). The best Charizards are at 20,000 feet. 2. How do you keep a private busy for hours? Read below. (via Sh-t my LPO says) SEE ALSO: Afghanistan commander says new rules allow U.S. troops to go on offensive 3. It's a little
hard to roll armor sleeves, but we'll figure it out (via Military Memes). Just don't let the material pile up around your elbows. It could throw away your famous shooter. 4. Yes, that's about right (via Ranger Up Military and MMA Apparel) Cluster ammo: Because when you have a lot of f-cks to give. 5th um... I
handed in that travel voucher. (via Maintainer Humor) 6. I can no longer see these rhyming couples without hearing Taylor Swift sing them (via Military Memes). 7. The army is easy as long as you are always prepared (via Pop Smoke). I mean, setting an alarm would have been even easier, but anything.
8. I was valedictorian. (via Devil Dog Nation) 9. Not sure the guys in the first picture actually look any cooler than those in the second (via Air Force Nation). But at least they're healthier. Those bottom flyers have jaundice or something. 10. One foot in each camp: (via Sh-t my LPO says) Maybe only the
sailor's left side has been promoted. 11. We're going to keep rehearsing this all day? Super-awesome-sweet. (via Pop Smoke) 12. Just wait until he smashes the cans on his head (via Shallow Nation). In the meantime, Sergeant Major just wants to know where the Navy's cover is. 13. Pretty sure that
most recruiters will let you chase Pokemon in the station if you take practice ASVAB first (via Do you even have Marine, bro?). They'll catch you while you catch Mewtwo. If December is the season for consumerist gluttony, and full-fat eggnog, then January is the time for carrot sticks, running on the
treadmill, and staring blankly at a scale that says you've only lost two pounds since the new year. If you, like me, found yourself in the happy place between despair and full-on despair, you may need a clever scale to ever so gently nudge you along. We've all felt that intense, cloying sense of fear when
you step on the scale. They are generally square, bulky things you deliberately bypass when you go in to take a leak. Enter Qardio's QardioBase2. It makes getting in shape... Exciting. It's a WiFi or Bluetooth connected circular scale that hooks up with the corresponding app and works on any surface,
and it's designed to be your kinder and gentler weight loss and fitness coach. Fitness resolutions may focus on pounds and ounces, but Qardio's QardioBase2 smart scale focuses its feedback on direction rather than specific, hard-core goals. If you are looking for something that offers its reading in more
encouraging terms rather than the bark of a drill instructor, this is the bathroom scale for you. Rather than churning out a single weight, QardioBase2 gives feedback on your Body Mass Index, tracking it over time and rewarding you with one of three faces: smiling for weight loss, a neutral face for
negligible results, and a frown when you've indulged a little too much. Sure, for some its smiley-centric feedback is a bit too twee, and for those who need black and white reports, it also reads weight, along with lean muscle mass, fat percentage, bone, and water composition, so you can drill down as far
as you want. All statistics are recorded through their app so you can track progress over time. It weighs just under seven pounds, is 13 inches in diameter, and works with iOS 10.0 or later, Kindle, Android 5 or later, and Apple Watch. Beyond emoji feedback, which can be a tad precious, there's a lot more
to love. Its elegant design and tempered glass top in either black or white is less than an inch thick and adds class to even the most humble bathrooms. For those who want options for the whole family, it automatically detects individual users, registering data separately as such. It also has a pregnancy
mode to track weight gain and progress as your partner gets taller and farther along in pregnancy. Plus, she can add pictures to her number, so she can look back and remember what she looked like when the baby was the size of a walnut. With QardioBase2 I had a healthy alternative to the dreaded
decimal point. Its feedback is less judgment to others in its class, but the different features and multi-user ease make this a scale I'm happy to use throughout the year. Instead of fearing weighing myself, I was actually... well, excited is too strong a word. But heavily invested. This article originally appeared
on Fatherly. Follow @FatherlyHQ on Twitter. Spoiler Alert: This is not an Article 107 News article. The federal government paid over $53 million to two companies to build combat helmets between 2006 and 2009. Cost is not the problem. The problem is nearly 150,000 Army and Marine Corps combat
helmets were defective. And by the way, prisoners made the helmets. First of all, the prisoners from the Federal Bureau of Prisons, who work under... wait for it ... a federally owned company called Federal Prison Industries. But wait, there's more! FPI, also known as UNICOR, received the subcontract
from a private supplier, ArmourSource LLC. So, a private company was awarded a government contract to make combat helmets after normal bidding procedures. No problem. The private company then subcontracted a federally owned company for cheap prison labor and reaped a $30.3 million windfall
as a result. It's a problem, even if only from a perception point of view. In addition, FPI got its own contract to make helmets for the U.S. Marine Corps. A federally owned got a contract from its owner, and all without competitive bidding. True to form, form, the government recalled the helmets after several
deficiencies. This is not a case of lowest bidder, this is a case of negligence. It is reckless to entrust the lives of American soldiers with equipment made by federal prisoners. Army photo by Spc. Alexandra Campo A recently released Justice Department summary details negligence and lack of quality
control. Flaws included: Scrap kevlar used in between layers (therefore will not stop bullets) Blisters and bubbles that caused reduced efficiency (therefore will not stop bullets) Prisoners pried off kevlar pieces to use as potential weapons against guards (less material means, yep, will not stop bullets) And
my personal favorite: Prisoners prepared and implemented quality certifications on order from FPI staff , and FPI staff signed certifications without checking the prisoners' work. Advanced Combat Helmet. Photo provided by the U.S. Army. Consequently, armoursource settled for $3 million and still makes
products for the military. The loss to the military was over $19 million. It seems to be an unfair trade if you ask me. If ever there was a time for people to claim accountability in the state contracting process, this is it. Discuss it, debate it, and actually support the troops you say you support. War is a money-
making machine and if you didn't understand that after the $5 billion Universal Combat Pattern debacle then you do now. I understand the prison industry is an important tool for teaching professional skills and reducing recidivism rates. What I don't understand is how someone with a simple knowledge of
approach analysis felt it was a good idea to allow federal criminals to build U.S. military equipment and put soldiers' lives in danger. A submarine that just missed serving in World War II may soon find itself making one last off the coast of Florida. USS Clamagore as GUPPY II. She was later converted into
a GUPPY III, and is the last surviving ship of that type. (U.S. Navy photo) According to WPTV.com, the Balao-class submarine USS Clamagore (SS 343) can be towed to a point off Palm Beach County and sunk like an artificial reef. The ship is currently at the Patriot's Point Museum in Charleston, South
Carolina, along with the Essex-class aircraft carriers USS Yorktown (CV 10) and the Allen M. Sumner-class destroyer USS Laffey (DD 724). According to the South Carolina Department of Archives and History, clamagore is the only surviving GUPPY III-class submarine in the world. Nine GUPPY III-class
submarines were built. According to a website that serves as a tribute to these diesel-electric submarines, most of the ships modified under the Greater Underwater Propulsion Power Program were scrapped, sunk as targets, or sold to foreign countries. The reason she's going to be a reef? The WPTV
report says that it is about money. The museum up in Charleston is losing money and they would really like to unload this so as possible, Palm Beach County Commissioner Valeche told the tv station. The alternative to turning the 2,480-ton submarine into an artificial reef is to scrap her. USS Clamagore
SS-343 at Charleston, South Carolina November 24, 2003. This is the only surviving GUPPY III diesel-electric submarine in the world. (Photo from Wikimedia Commons) We wanted to honor the people who served on it, we wanted to honor the submarine service in general, Valeche said. Several
organizations are trying to save Clagamore for continued service as a museum. A 2012 report FoxNews.com that at least $3 million was needed to repair the ship. If you were worried that a Marvel Studios version of Deadpool would somehow make the antihero less vulgar and more child-friendly, Ryan
Reynolds wants you not to worry. On Christmas Eve on Live With Kelly and Ryan, the Deadpool star said that despite the threequel developing at a new, more family-friendly studio, fans should still expect it to be a bit indecent. Yes, we're working on it right now with the whole team, Reynolds said on
Christmas Eve. We're over at Marvel [Studios] now, which is the big leagues all of a sudden. It's kind of crazy. That's it, we're working on it. In the past, Reynolds has doubled down on the idea that Deadpool 3 would be R-Rated, which is something many have wondered about since the rights to Deadpool
transferred to Disney during the big Fox-Disney merger in early 2019. Savage Questions | Once Upon A Deadpoolwww.youtube.com For those who might be confused, before 2018, deadpool movies were featured in the 20th Century Fox superhero universe, which is why references to the existing X-Men
movies appeared in Deadpool 2. But now, Deadpool and X-Men are all under one roof, which is how it's always been in comic books. And while there has been talk that the X-Men will be rebooted completely in the sprawling Marvel Cinematic Universe, it seems that Deadpool will remain Deadpool. At
least for now. Reynolds didn't mention a release date, so until that happens, we can't really know for sure. Last Christmas, 2018, Fox released a PG version of Deadpool 2 called Once Upon a Deadpool, suggesting there's a way to keep the jerky version of Wade Wilson child-friendly. In fairness, a
Deadpool that doesn't swear is good. As long as he has Fred Savage to conjure him, we're fine. This article originally appeared on Fatherly. Follow @FatherlyHQ on Twitter. It's been nearly a year since U.S. intelligence agencies accused top Russian officials of allowing hacks on voting systems in the
2016 U.S. presidential election, and all indications are that the U.S. has not fought back against the hackers as strongly as possible. But attributing and responding to cybercrime can be difficult, as it can take months, if not years before even detecting the attack, according to Ken Geers, a cyber security
expert for Comodo with experience with the NSA. Even after finding and attributed an attack, experts can how best to deter Russia from carrying out more attacks. However, should President Donald Trump make the call that Russia is to blame and must retaliate against, Geers Business Insider said an
out-of-the-box idea on how to retaliate. Putin and Trump meet in Hamburg, Germany. 7 July 2017. (Photo by Moscow Kremlin.) It has been suggested that we could give Russia strong encryption or pro-democracy tools that the FSB [the Federal Security Service, Russia's equivalent of the FBI] cannot read
or cannot break, Geers said. In Russia, Putin's autocratic government strictly controls access to the Internet and monitors the communications of its citizens, making it possible to suppress negative narratives and flood the media with pro-regime propaganda. If the U.S. provided the Russians with the tools
to communicate in secret and effectively, new, unsupervised information could flow freely and the Russians would not have to fear speaking honestly about their government. The move would be attractive because it is asymmetric, meaning that Russia could not retaliate in turn, according to Geers. In the
United States, the government does not control communications, and Americans are already free to say what they want about the government. Moscow rally 24 December 2011. (Photo from Wikimedia Commons.) What if we flooded the Russian market with unbreakable encryption tools for free



downloads?, Geers continued. It would really make them angry and annoy them. That would put the question back to them, what are you going to do about it? To accomplish this, the NSA can spend time fingerprinting or studying RUNET, the Russian version of the Internet, according to Geers. The NSA
would study the challenges Russia has with censorship, how it police and monitor communications, and then develop a foolproof tool with user manuals in Russian and release it in the Russian market with free downloads as a big surprise, he added. You're just trying to figure out how to kick them in the
balls, Geers said of the possible tactics. But they'd probably figure out how to defeat it in time. Geers acknowledged that such a move could provoke a dangerous response from Russia, but without killing or even injuring anyone, it is unclear how Russia can escalate the conflict. Russian President Putin
and former US President Obama's relationship were, to say the least, contentious. (Official White House Photo by Pete Souza) As it stands, it seems that Russian hacking attempts have continued even after former President Barack Obama expelled Russian diplomats from the United States in retaliation
last year. Cybersecurity experts attribute Russia to a series of new intrusions into U.S. nuclear power plants. Taking bold action, as Geers suggests, would leave Russia scrambling to attribute the attack to the United States without clear evidence, while extinguishing fires from a newly authorized public
inquiry into its dealings. The ball would be in Russia's court, so to speak, and they might think twice about hacking it the next election Marine Corps infantrymen's certified badasses can destroy enemy positions and forces with high levels of violence. But wait, marines are not born out of the smedia in the
ground like Uruk-hai. So how do Marines take soft, agile high school graduates barely able to work a condom and turn them into infantrymen who can bump bayonets through enemy fighters like that's not no thang? Well, first:1. All Marines go through Marine Corps recruiting training, starting at the famous
yellow footsteps. New recruits of charlie company, 1st Recruit Training Battalion, get a unified code of military justice brief at Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego. (Photo: U.S. Marine Corps Cpl. Angelica Annastas) 2. During recruit training, recruits learn to perform basic military tasks and to assign their
personal interests to the needs of the team. U.S. Marine Corps recruits with Company G, 2d Recruit Training Battalion, Recruit Training Regiment, lay crawling at Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego, California, Oct. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Robert G. Gavaldon) 3. The 12 weeks of
recruiting training are to say the least uncomfortable. Lots of time creeps through sand and mud, ruck marches, and build muscle through repetitive stress. A U.S. Marine Corps recruit with Company G, 2d Recruit Training Battalion, Recruit Training Regiment, lay crawling through an obstacle during a
training session at the Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego, California, Oct. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Robert G. Gavaldon) 4. But the future infantrymen get their first taste of combat training here, learning to chop with their bayonets and shoot with their rifles. A U.S. Marine Corps recruit
with Company G, 2d Recruit Training Battalion, Recruit Training Regiment, practices close combat techniques at Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego, California, Oct. 18, 2016. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Robert G. Gavaldon) 5. And of course they get to work with the famous blow drill
instructors. U.S. Marine Corps Sgt. Roger T. Moore, a training instructor with Company D, 1st Recruit Training Battalion, Recruit Training Regiment, corrects a recruit aboard marine corps recruit depot San Diego, Calif., on June 20, 2016. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Erick J. ClarosVillalta) 6.
At the end of all this, they earn the right to call themselves Marines and march in the graduation ceremony just before ... A U.S. Marine with Company B, 1st Recruit Training Battalion, Recruit Training Regiment, stands in formation ahead of a graduation ceremony aboard the Marine Corps recruit depot
San Diego, Calif., June 17, 2016. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Erick J. ClarosVillalta) 7. ... They are sent to the infantry training battalion for 59 days of learning, patrolling and physical hardship. U.S. Marines with Alpha Company, Infantry Training Battalion (ITB), School of Infantry-East,
observe their surroundings during a reconnaissance patrol as part of a field training exercise at Camp Lejeune, N.C., Jan 12, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Cpl. Manuel A. Serrano) 8. The Marine Corps learn a large number of new basic infantry skills and some advanced infantry skills. A U.S. Marine
assigned to the Alpha Company, Infantry Training Battalion, School of Infantry-East, moves to contact during a field training aboard the Camp Lejeune, N.C., Jan. 12, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Sgt. James R. Skelton) 9. Some of the most important skills are the less flashy, like land navigation... A
U.S. Marine with Alpha Company, Infantry Training Battalion (ITB), School of Infantry-East, finds the azimuth during a field training exercise at Camp Lejeune, N.C., Jan. 12, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Cpl. Manuel A. Serrano) 10. ... long hikes. U.S. Marine Corps Staff Sgt. Eric A. Harshman, a
combat instructor assigned to the Alpha Company, Infantry Training Battalion, School of Infantry-East, takes charge of Marines and gear during a conditioning walk aboard Camp Lejeune, N.C., Jan. 12, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Sgt. James R. Skelton) 11. But of course there are plenty of
awesome trips to the range. A U.S. Marine with Kilo Company, Marine Combat Training Battalion (MCT), School of Infantry-East, fires an M240G Medium Machine gun during a live fire drill at Camp Lejeune, N.C, Jan. 13, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Cpl. Manuel A. Serrano) 12. Marines learn to
fire everything from machine guns and rifles to grenades and rockets. A U.S. Marine with Alpha Company, Infantry Training Battalion (ITB), School of Infantry-East, shoots out a shell casing after firing an M203 mortar during a live firestand at Camp Lejeune, N.C., Jan. 12, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo
by Cpl. Manuel A. Serrano) 13. Even the large, beautiful mortars will make an appearance. A U.S. Marine assigned to the Alpha Company, Infantry Training Battalion, School of Infantry-East, fires an 81mm Mortar during a fire drill aboard the Camp Lejeune, N.C., Jan. 12, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo
by Sgt. James R. Skelton) 14. But the mother of all machine guns is probably the most beloved weapon in the arsenal: the M-2 .50-caliber machine gun. Marines with Company A, Infantry Training Battalion, School of Infantry-West (SOI-West), fire M2A1 .50 caliber heavy machine gun as part of their basic
infantry training Sept. 20, 2016, at Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton, Calif. (Offical Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Joseph A. Prado) 15. In addition to navigation and weapons skills, the Marine Corps must learn skills such as how to administer first aid in combat. A U.S. Marine with company F (Fox
Co.), Marine Combat Training Battalion (MCT), School of Infantry-East deals with a simulated accident while conducting military operations in urban terrain during their Basic Skills Readiness Exercise (BSRE) aboard camp Geiger, N.C., 31, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Jose
Villalobosrocha). 16th But the crux of a Marine The job is to fight as a member of a rifle team. U.S. Marines with Company F (Fox Co.), Marine Combat Training Battalion (MCT), School of Infantry-East conduct Military Operations in Urban Terrain during their Basic Skills Readiness Exercise (BSRE)
aboard Camp Geiger, N.C., Jan. 31, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Jose Villalobosrocha) 17. The culmination of all this training is the 24-hour Basic Skills Readiness Exercise where they are judged on everything they learned in training, ensuring they are ready to perform as expedition
warriors around the world. U.S. Marines with Company F (Fox Co.), Marine Combat Training Battalion (MCT), School of Infantry-East conduct Military Operations in Urban Terrain during their Basic Skills Readiness Exercise (BSRE) aboard Camp Geiger, N.C., Jan. 31, 2017. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by
Lance Cpl. Jose Villalobosrocha) Four Swedish airline pilots received US Air Medals during a ceremony in Stockholm on 28 Nov 2018, and acknowledged their actions that took place over 31 years ago. Until 2017, the details of their mission were classified. In the 1980s, the height of the Cold War was still
felt. The United States flew regular SR-71 aircraft reconnaissance missions in international waters over the Baltic Sea known as the Baltic Express mission. But on June 29, 1987, during one of these missions, an SR-71 was piloted by retired Lt. Cols. Duane Noll and Tom Veltri, experienced an inflight
emergency. By experiencing engine failure in one of their engines, they piloted the aircraft down to about 25,000 feet above Swedish airspace where they were stopped by two different pairs of Swedish Air Force Viggens. We performed a regular peacetime operation, recalls the retired pilot May. Roger
Möller, Swedish airline pilot Our fighter controller then asked me are you able to do a interception and identification of a particular interest. I immediately thought it must be an SR-71, otherwise he would have mentioned it. But at the time, I didn't know it was the Blackbird. U.S. Air Force Major General
John Williams, mobilization assistant to the commander, U.S. Air Forces in Europe and Africa, salutes the Swedish pilots who are being awarded to the U.S. Air Medal in Stockholm, Nov. 28, 2018.U.US Air Force Photo by Senior Airman Kelly O'ConnorAccording to the Air Medal citation, once the Swedish
pilots intercepted the SR-71, they assessed the emergency situation and decided to render support to the aircraft by defending it from any potential third-party aircraft that might have tried to threaten it. The pilots then followed the aircraft beyond the territorial boundaries and ensured that it was safely
recovered. I can't say enough about these gentlemen, said Veltri, who was at the ceremony. I am so incredibly grateful for what they did, but also for the opportunity to recognize them in the way we do. What these guys did is really monumental. Zero, which could not be on recorded a message that was
played to those present. That day in 1987 showed us that we can always count on our Swedish partners in times of great danger, says Williams. Even when there was both political risk and great physical risk in terms of actual danger, there was no doubt on your part to preserve the pilots that day. The
presentation of flight medals to the Swedish pilots represented gratitude from the United States and the continued long-term cooperation with Sweden.This article originally appeared on the United States Air Force. Follow @usairforce on Twitter. What a week — just a little snow hits the ground and
suddenly everyone starts eating Tide Pods. Well, whatever your reason for not being at work (or if you're watching these from the office latrine — we don't judge), enjoy these fresh memes! 13. We should probably cut hawaiian missile defense dude some slack... (Photo via Know Your Meme) 12. They're
on a mission from dod. (Image via Pop Smoke) 11. ... but who will play with all the cool sh*t now? (Meme via Unbound Status Marine Crops) 10. I mean, he's not wrong... (Meme via Dysfunctional Veterans) 9. Still only get 10% from va. (Meme via army as F*ck) 8. Grunts eat MREs for 12 months and
expect an Oscar or something. (Meme via Military Memes) 7. Who needs a chaplain when you have an NCO? (Meme via Dysfunctional Veterans) 6. Do not follow LT. He can't show you dah way. (Meme via Unbound Status Marine Crops) 5. I bet his recruiter also told him he would travel the world and get
f*cked every day. Technically not a lie. (Meme via Military Memes) 4. The more the better, right? (Meme via Veteran Humor) 3. There's Good Idea Fairy and then there's Actual Idea Fairy. (Meme via Salty Soldier) 2. We are also ready to send them a bunch of Vikings Super Bowl LII Champion shirts as
well. (Too early?) (Meme via USAWTFM) 1. I guess you could say his enlistment was, Gone with the Wind. (Meme via Pop Smoke) U.S. airstrikes, in response to what it called an unprovoked attack, killed about 100 people in Syria in February, according to the Pentagon, but a new report from Bloomberg
says the number could be as many as 300, and that they were Russian mercenaries. If true, the battle could mark the deadliest meeting between Cold War rivals in decades. While the Kremlin has declined to comment, and no independent party has yet verified the reports, U.S. and Russian allied forces
have been fighting on opposite sides of the Syrian conflict and in the vicinity of years. If the U.S. killed Russian military contractors, it is not killing official Russian service members, which could escalate into a larger war. Syrian Arab interns are waiting for commands from a at a Syrian Democratic Forces
rifle marksament range in northern Syria, July 31, 2017. Small arms and ammunition make up the majority of support from coalition forces for the SDF, the most capable and reliable force in Syria that is currently making daily gains to retake Raqqah from the ice. (U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Mitchell Ryan)
But the loss of Russians in Syria can still blacken the image of the Kremlin's intervention in the six-year-long civil war, which it describes as peacekeeping and cheap. Russian media said Russian private contractors and pro-government forces advanced on oil fields in eastern Deir el-Zour province and
were targeted by the United States. Pro-regime forces launched what appeared to be a coordinated attack on Syrian Democratic Forces east of the Euphrates River, Pentagon spokesman Dana White said in a statement, referring to the SDF, which the U.S. has trained, equipped and backed for years.
The river serves as a border between the coalition and Russian and Syrian forces, and the Pentagon also described the SDF site as well known, and that therefore the attack was not a mistake. Syrian regime forces launched a coordinated attack that included about 500 regime troops, 122mm howitzers,
tanks and several rocket systems at the U.S.-backed SDF headquarters in Deir al-Zor province about five miles east of the Euphrates River. Read also: U.S. troops making pro-Assad forces pay for attacks on U.S. allied Regime forces pushing Russian-made T-55 and T-72 tanks firing 20-30 tank rounds
within 500 feet of the SDF base, where some U.S. troops were embedded, according to Pentagon press secretary Dana W. White. The U.S.-led coalition responded with AC-130 gunships, F-15s, F-22s, Army Apache helicopter gunships and Marine Corps artillery, according to Fox News reporter Lucas
Tomlinson. The Pentagon said the attack only wounded an SDF soldier. Days later, an American jet destroyed a Russian-made T-72 tank that had fired on U.S. and SDF forces, the Pentagon told Business Insider. Insider.
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